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What’s New - What’s Hot:

Winter Class Schedule Announced

Knitter’s Palette Expands
The Knitter’s Palette expands this season with ten new, captivatingly beautiful yarns in a range of weights, finishes and dye
methods.
Sock knitters will delight in Bearfoot, a hand-dyed, machine
washable blend of merino, nylon and
mohair from Mountain Colors and
available, in-store, in 18 shades. The
true appeal of this fingering weight
yarn is its creamy hand – a delight to
both knit and wear, and superior to the
hand of other hand-dyed fingering
Mountain Colors’ Bearfoot
weight merinos.
Another new hand-dyed is Cherry
Tree Hill’s Baby Loop, a sports
weight mohair boucle for scarf, shawl
or skirt knitting in Cherry Tree Hill’s
signature hues and dye method.
Sporting 970 yards per twisted hank,
the boucles of Baby Loop show best
in the simplest of knitting – using
either stockinette or garter.
Knitters enchanted with pattern Baby Loop, in the Serengetti
stitches have several new yarns to
colorway.
( Co ntinued, Page 4 )

A. Vittadini, Jo Sharp Recall Yarns
JCA, Inc., the USA distributor for designers Adrienne Vittadini
and Jo Sharp, has announced the recall of two cashmere content
yarns which analysis indicates are not spun with cashmere: Jo
Sharp’s Silk Road Ultra and Adrienne Vittadini’s Trina. Neither
yarn has been stocked by The Knit With.
In a letter, dated 14 November and sent to many yarn shops,
Alan Getz, JCA’s president, said the testing was performed be( Co ntinued, Page 4 )
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The Winter series of classes and workshops at The Knit With
begin the week of January 14, 2007.
A complete listing of all classes and workshops offered in the
Winter Series ( descriptions, session times, etc. ) appears in this
issue after Page 3.
Graduates of The Knitter’s Academy enjoy both learning and
meeting other knitters. Barbara Polinsky, from Andorra,
recommends the Accomplished Knitting course as “ perfect for
‘experienced’ as well as beginning knitters. I've just finished the
course and my knitting has improved in so many ways. ”
Editors’ Note:

Getting It Right; Doing Right
As the Debbie Bliss cashmere debacle evolves, distributors’ responses present a study in contrasting approaches.
Following disclosure that Cashmerino Chunky is not spun with
any quantity of cashmere, Knitting Fever, Inc. – the distributor
of the Debbie Bliss and Noro brands – produces a test certificate
indicating Cashmerino Aran, a different yarn, contains an unspecified “quantity of cashmere” in support of a general
assurance that all Debbie Bliss cashmerinos do contain cashmere
and publicly charges that competitors’ cashmere yarns will be
found deficient. When at least 6 Noro and Debbie Bliss yarns,
and perhaps more yarns under these and other brands, are shown
to be not spun with the labeled quantity of cashmere, KFI insists
the testing is flawed and refuses to make good on yarns proven
to be improperly spun or improperly labeled. The debacle of
KFI’s own making devolves into diabolical dimensions.
Westminster Fibers and JCA, demonstrate a different approach.
Westminster, the US wholesaler for Jaeger, Rowan and other
premium brands, undertakes rigorous analysis of all its cashmere
yarns. Upon discovery that certain dyelots of just one yarn were
spun with proper amounts of cashmere but slightly less wool than
as labeled, Westminster admits and resolves the improper labeling
problem.
JCA similarly rigorously tests 7 cashmere yarns distributed
under license with two designers; two yarns are found to be
improperly spun because they do not contain the premium fibre.
JCA admits the error and recalls these two yarns.
Usually, the behind-the-scenes activity by which The Knit With
annually presents more than 500 yarns to fulfill your knitting
pleasure is not news. This study in contrast, however, illustrates
how Westminster and JCA uphold the integrity for which the yarn
market is known and aptly explains why this shop will never
again stock any new yarns distributed by KFI.
Dawn and Jim

Gifts for Knitters

Are Wool Allergies Real?

Whether a book, a button, a bag or a buckle, holiday gifts for
knitters are available aplenty!
A variety of knitting accessory items make wonderful holiday
gifts: ball winders and yarn swifts, often necessary in themselves,
are sure to touch a knitter’s heart while knitting necessaries –
stitch holders, markers and point protectors – are ideal stocking
stuffers.
Sets of handmade needles of exotic woods – whether ebony or
rosewood – and wrapped with a needle case, are gifts knitters will
not only use but treasure over time.

Sheep, the true wool producers, are thought to be the first
domesticated animal. Humanity and sheep have been living
together for millenia – developing dependancies upon, and tolerances for, each other.
Those who are allergic to wool not only must shun wearing wool
but usually can not be exposed to wool without risking
anaphylactic shock. To the allergic, wool is wholly intolerable.
Research indicates very few people are truly allergic to wool.
However, most people are irritated by coarse wool.
All wool is graded as either carpeting or clothing based upon the
diameter of the wool fibre ( counted in
microns ). Wearing coarse wool – fibre
measured as greater than 30 microns –
Glad You Asked
itches almost everybody. Yarn spun with
Sporadic answers to
as little as 5% of such coarse fibre creates
queer queries
garments while feel as if they were made
of steel wool. Fibre which averages 21
microns or less tends to be very soft to the touch.
The prickle, or itch factor, from wearing coarse wool is caused
by fibre tips extending beyond the yarn strand and pricking the
skin, causing irritation, itching and consequential redness. Prickle
occurs when the mean diameter of any animal or man-made fibre
exceeds an average of 21 microns in both knit and woven
garments. Testing shows that consumers, who previously claimed
to be allergic to wool, enjoy wearing wool as long as the average
micron count of the garment does not exceed 21.
Fiber diameter is more often the culprit to wool irritations and
intolerance than a medical allergy.

Yarn Recall Continues
The recall of six defectively spun or improperly labeled yarns
– all sourced from Knitting Fever, Inc. – continues.
The recall – announced on 16 October – is the culmination of
what began as a rumor
first heard by this shop on
6 July. In a sales meeting,
YARNS RECALLED
an un-identified yarn, with
Y arn
B ra nd
the same fibre compoC ashmerino Aran
D ebbie Bliss
C ashmerino Baby
D ebbie Bliss
sition and in the same
C ashmereno D K
KFI
proportions as the Debbie
Amagi
N oro
Bliss cashmerinos, was
C ash Iroha
N oro
said to have been tested
Lotus
N oro
with a finding that it was
not spun with cashmere.
The rumor had been circulating in the trade since the end of May.
Upon confirming some aspects of the rumor, The Knit With
immediately removed from sale three cashmerino yarns; later that
day, two Noro yarns were also removed from sale because the
shop’s only support for the accuracy of the claimed cashmere
content of the Noro yarns were, legally non-binding, assurances
of cashmere content as received by the distributor. Beginning in
July, extensive scientific testing was begun of all cashmere content
yarns stocked by the shop; the yarns were analyzed by as many as
three different testing laboratories with almost verbatim results.
The final analysis was received by the shop just 10 days before
announcement of the recall.
Knitting Fever, Inc. and Debbie Bliss vehemently dispute the
necessity for this recall. Among other claims, KFI representatives
have told other shops that The Knit With, prior to testing the
Debbie Bliss cashmerinos, switched yarns spun by other
companies for yarns labeled under the Debbie Bliss brand.

Survey: In The Loop Rated Excellent
Results of the readers’ survey for In The Loop indicate almost
universal praise for the newsletter’s content and the format.
Knitting Notes is the single most popular feature, with the
regular reviews of newly published books and the occasional Glad
You Asked items following. While some readers would like to see
patterns included in the newsletter, the overwhelming majority of
survey respondents indicated that patterns in the newsletter are not
necessary.
Readers especially enjoy the e-mail delivery and four page
format. While not specifically questioned, two readers requested
the type size be that used in magazines and newspapers; In The
Loop is composed with 10 point type – a larger point size than
used by both most magazines and almost all newspapers.

In the Loop ™
Tuesdays to Saturdays 1 0 AM to 6 P M # Sundays 1 1 AM to 5 P M
Wednesdays, ‘tween Thanksg iving and C hristm as ’til 9 P M

A newsletter published electronically four times a year to the family of knitters and crocheters of

H oliday Schedule
Delighting Knitters ( And Crocheters Too ) Since 1970 !
Sunday, D ecember 24 ( Christmas E ve)
M onday, D ecem ber 25 ( Christm as D ay )
Sunday, D ecember 31 ( N ew Y ears E ve )
M onday, January 1 ( N ew Y ears D ay )

–
–
–
–

Closing 3 PM
Closed all D ay
Closing 1 PM
Closed all D ay
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Visit us on the web: www.theknitwith.com
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Knitting Notes

ANIMAL FIBRE PROCESSING FACTS

What Are Micron and Staple
Both terms refer to methods of fibre measurement. The diameter of fibre is measured in microns. The smaller the
micron measurement, the finer is the fiber. A metric system measurement, a single micron measures 0.0004 of an
inch. Staple refers to the length of the fibre from tip to tip. All natural fibres can be measured for both micron and
staple. Generally, shorter staple length coincides with finer a micron, although there are exceptions.

What is Scouring
Scouring is the process where raw animal fibre is washed to remove excess natural oils, embedded vegetable matter
and other naturally occurring impurities and is often, but not always, the initial processing stage between raw fibre
and finished yarn. Some fibre purists insist that various water qualities – between hard, mineral laden waters and
soft waters – affect the quality of the finished yarns.

What Are Carding and Combing
Carding and combing are preparatory steps in processing fibre; only one of these methods is used. Both processes
remove the too-short fibres yielding the highest quality fibres suitable for later spinning or the “top of the fleece”. Top,
either combed fibre for the worsted system or carded fibre for the woolen system is then spun into yarn.

What Is De-Hairing
Most fibre-producing animals produce either wool or hair. Some hair producing animals also produce down which
varies remarkably in fineness and quality from hair. Not all animal fibres are suitable for all applications. De-hairing
is the process whereby longer, coarser fibres are separated from shorter, finer fibres. While de-hairing can be a
mechanical process ( the city of Bradford, England became a cashmere processing center because of the invention,
there, of a machine to de-hair cashmere ) de-hairing often is an entirely manual process performed multiple times
whereby trained processors, upon visual inspection alone, separate the coarser hair out of the raw fibre.

What Is Top
Top refers to fibre an intermediate processing stage before being spun into yarn. Top specifically refers to fibre that
has been carded or combed; top only refers to fibre after completion of carding or combing but which is still unspun.
Top is not an end-product in fibre processing. Yarn is produced when top is spun. Before spinning, top is sometimes
referred to as batts.
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Winter, 2007 Class Schedule
Classes begin the week of January 14, 2006

Register Early, Register With a Friend
Materials List Provided Upon Registration

Beginning Knitting: A Crash Course
Short on time but want to give “ this knitting thing ” a try ? Try Beginning Knitting: A Crash Course. Learn the
essentials – how to: cast on, knit, purl, join yarns, measure for gauge, four pattern stitches and bind off. After this
workshop, you’ll be able to hold your own with your needles !
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

A desire to knit.
Four sessions of two hours.
M on 8 PM , T hurs 6 PM ; meets weekly beginning 1 / 15

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

D awn Casale
$ 95. 00
Six participants.

Knitting For Mommy ( or Daddy ) & Me
All the essential techniques from Beginning Knitting: A Crash Course directed to kids. Pay full price for the Parent,
take 30% off for the child. Child should be at least 8 years old; discount applies up to 14 years old.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

A desire to knit.
Four sessions of two hours.
Sun 2 PM , meets weekly beginning 1 / 15

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

D awn Casale
$ 95. 00
Six participants.

Knitting Skills Brush-Up Workshop
Buff up the shine on your knitting skills with this brush-up workshop. Regain facility with cast-on, knit, purl,
increases, decreases, basic knitting stitches as well as some of the specialized techniques you used to do.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Previous familiarity with knitting
T hree sessions of two hours.
W ed at 5 PM ; meets weekly beginning 1 / 25

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

Jim Casale
$ 75. 00
Eight participants.

Introduction to Accomplished Knitting ( Part One )
This class teaches you all the skills used by accomplished knitters: increases, decreases, yarn-overs, following pattern
stitches, reading both printed and knitted knitting while making a classic English waistcoat. Ideal next class for
graduates of Beginning Knitting: A Crash Course.
Ability to perform cast-on, knit and purl.
Six weekly sessions of two hours.

Instructor:

Duration:

Tuition:

Jim Casale
$ 145. 00

Sessions:

Sun 11 AM , 2 PM T ues and T hurs 11 AM beginning 1/14

Registration Limits:

Eight participants each class.

Pre-requisites:

Introduction to Accomplished Knitting ( Part Two )
Accomplished knitters are introduced to the specialized techniques of assembling and finishing garments. Using the
pieces of the vest knitted in Part One, participants are guided through joining vertical and horizontal seams using both
open and closed stitches, how to flawlessly pick up stitches ( without holes ) and more
.

Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Accom plished K nitting ( Part O ne ).
Six weekly sessions of two hours.
T ues 7 PM

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

Jim Casale
$ 185. 00
T en participants each class.

S. O. S. ( Save Our Stitching )
Open the closets, bring out the bags! Want to get over the hump on a half-completed project? Bring one to this class
and get the help needed to finish the job.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

An accomplished knitting ability.
Four sessions of two hours.
W ed at 8 PM ; meets weekly beginning 1 / 26

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

( Co n tin u ed O th er Sid e )
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Jim Casale
$ 95.00
Eight participants.

Introduction to Lace Knitting
Are you ready for the romance of lacework in a really fine yarn? Using Evelyn Clark’s Romantic Moments stole
pattern and one hank of wool, this class introduces the concepts and skills involved in knitting lace. Learn to read
charted knitting instructions, practice yarn overs and decreases while knitting a stole – the most simple of the shawl
shapes and a great way to see whether lace knitting is for you.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Accomplished K nitting
Six sessions of two hours.
T ues 4 PM , T hurs 8 PM ; meets weekly beginning 1 / 16

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

Jim Casale
$ 125.00
T en participants.

Cables ( Intermediate Knitting - Part Two )
Knitting the amazing array of cable stitches marks the adventuresome knitter. Avoid getting lost in the maze of twists,
crosses and turns which distinguish cable knitting by learning line - by - line and charted reading while becoming facile
having the yarn male bobbles, braids and bows in your knitting.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Accomplished knitting ability.
Six weekly sessions of two hours.
W ed 2 PM beginning 1 /16

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

Jim Casale
$ 155. 00
Eight participants each class.

Bias Knitting
Give your knitting a new dimension – knit on the bias. Redefine simple stockinette and garter stitches and add visual
interest to just about any other stitch. Knitting on the bias has its own little secrets – shared in this workshop.
Duration:

Accomplished knitting ability.
T wo sessions of two hours.

Tuition:

Jim Casale
$ 65. 00

Sessions:

W ed 5 PM beginning 2 / 08.

Registration Limits:

T en participants.

Pre-requisites:

Instructor:

Top-Down Sweater
Knit a different way – from the top-down and in the round. The raglan for this class introduces you to knitting in
the round ( say good-bye, purl! ) and practices a variety of increasing methods. Choose a cardigan or pullover. Top
down knitting has added bonuses: try the garment on as you go and wear it right off the needles.
Accomplished knitting ability.
Six weekly sessions of two hours.

Instructor:

Duration:

Tuition:

Jim Casale
$ 145. 00

Sessions:

T ues 8 PM beginning 1 /16.

Registration Limits:

T en participants.

Pre-requisites:

Knitted Evening Purses
Have a Prom, wedding or other formal affair on your horizon? Knit the purse of your dreams: a clutched purse,
strapless or shoulder length. Choose a variety of stitch styles and colors.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

Accomplished knitting ability.
T wo sessions of two hours.
T ues 11 AM beginning 1 / 16.

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

Jim Casale
$ 95. 00
T en participants

Knitters’ BLS ( Basic Life Support )
Learn the skills to survive the most common knitting emergencies! Adventuresome knitters are presented a complete
set of skills to successfully treat: dropped stitches whether in plain or in pattern over few or multiple rows; split
incomplete and misdefined stitches; recovering from reading errors and more. This workshop will give you the
confidence and skills to put you in charge of your knitting.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

An adventuresome ( intermediate ) knitting ability
O ne session of two hours.
T ues at 11 AM ; meets 1 / 23

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

Jim Casale
$ 95.00
Six participants.

Knitters’ ALS ( Advanced Life Support )
Learn the skills to revive your knitting from the unexpected and unwanted – without raveling. Set-in sleeves too tight
( or too big! ), at the underarm, lengths too short, insufficient stitches picked up for edges. Learn a set of master
knitter’s skills for keeping your knitting flawless.
Pre-requisites:
Duration:
Sessions:

K nitters’ BLS ( Basic L ife Support ).
O ne session of two hours.
T ues at 11 AM ; meets 1 / 30

Instructor:
Tuition:
Registration Limits:

© 2006. T he Knit W ith. All Rights Reserved.
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Jim Casale
$ 125.00
Six participants.

On The Bookshelf ™ :

Knitter’s Palette Expands , Fro m Pa g e 1

Newly Released Tradebooks Reviewed

consider:

Knitting Color: Design Inspiration from Around the World by
Brandon Mably published 2006 by Sixth & Spring Books,
ISBN:-1-933027-07-4, hardcover
with dustjacket, $ 24.95. The
author, an innovative colorist in his
own right and a member of the Kaffe
Fassett Studio in England, creatively
designs knitwear with a fresh
approach to seeing and using color.
High- lighting the techniques of his
renowned “color design” workshop,
Brandon shares how to see and use
the color from our everyday surroundings to fashion brilliantly
colorful knitting.

# Prestige – a baby weight 100% cashmere yarn spun to a
worsted twist by Lana Gatto; the “real” thing and guaranteed by
the distributor – a developing force in the handknitting market;
# Feeling – a worsted twist, sports weight blend of merino
lambswool, silk and cashmere also from Lana Gatto and available
in 10 sumptuous colors – the attractive hand of which inspired the
yarn’s name;
# Silk Dream – a DK blend
of silk and merino wool from
Lang, in a noil finish and
dyed to jewel tones – the
stitch definition which can be
achieved with this yarn is
simply outstanding;

.

Cables Untangled: An Exploration of Cable Knitting by
Melissa Leapman published 2006 by Potter Craft ( Crown )
ISBN: 1-400097-45-6, hardcover
with dustjacket, $ 32.50. We were
first impressed upon meeting Melissa’s intricate cablework in her
booklet Aran Artistry Afghans, ( so
much so that we display our knitting
of her Diamonds design ). Presenting an understanding of cabling,
Melissa de-mystifies cable construction so knitters can successfully
transfer pencil lines to stitches.
More useful for most newer knitters
is the stitch dictionary which includes many intricate cables and
braids seldom found elsewhere.
Knitting With Balls: The First Contemporary Guide to
Knitting for the Modern Male by Michael Del Vecchio
published by DK Publishing Co.,
ISBN: 0-7566-2289-1 softbound,
$19.95. Throughout history, males
have been more closely associated
with knitting than in the last 100
years; unfortunately, today relatively
few authors focus on knitting for
men or present styles men want to
wear. Directed to both the growing
band of male knitters and women
who want their men to wear their
knitting, the projects have a distinct
Stitch ’n Bitch knock-off appeal but little else. The saucy title is
more boastful than the designs.
Hip Graphic Knits: Unique Patterns and Techniques for
Adding Stylish Graphics to Knitted Designs by Rochelle
Bourgault and Lisa B. Evans published by Quarry Books, ISBN:
1-5925-3262-4, spiral bound $ 24.95.

# Everest – another DK,
but from Lana Gatto, with a Lang’s DK-weight Silk Dream
subtle tweed effect and spun
of 95% merino wool
and 5% viscose and in
a perfect twist and
weight for sporty
indoor pullovers and
cardigans and with a
h a n d t h a t s a ys
Needful’s Extra and Extra Stampato
anything but twiggy 100% extra-fine merino wool.
tweed;

spun of

# Extra and Extra Stampato – two 100% creamy extrafine
merinos spun in a worsted twist to
worsted weight, in coordinated
solid and marled tweeds from
Needful Yarns. The name ( and
fibre content ) of these dreamy
yarns really tells it all but with a
price which is anything but extra!;
# Memoirs – an evocative worsted weight of plies of slightly and
separately variegated wool, mohair
and rayon strands for a delicate,
even wispy, effect well suited to
simple stitching;

Berroco’s Memoirs, a wistful,
even wispy, blend of wool, mohair
and rayon.

# Super – the bulky weight version of Extra; just as creamy and
dreamy only a little thicker for the 10½ needle.

Designers’ Yarns Recalled , Fro m Pa g e 1
cause several JCA yarns “ were listed in a letter by a competitor on
Knitter’s Review ” as part of a denial of any problem with the
Debbie Bliss cashmerinos; JCA noted the recalled yarns “ come
from the same mill ” as the competitor’s Debbie Bliss cashmere
yarns recalled by The Knit With but not by that distributor, KFI.
Recalling defectively spun yarns is “ simply the right thing to
do,” said Getz, who apologized for JCA having inadvertently
being caught up in this cashmere caper.
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